What’s
Happening
M L U

Holiday Workshop & All-Church Potluck
Saturday, December 8
The holiday workshop will be paired with the All-Church
Potluck on December 8. Though it will be a scaled-down
version of the Holiday Workshops we've had in the past, it will
still have many of the same activities: holiday crafts, music,
bourbon balls, and a few vendors to help with your holiday
shopping. As the workshop ends, dinner begins. Please
consider becoming a workshop volunteer. We'll need many
hands to make it a great day for everyone. Email
jessica@mluc.org if you'd like to help. Invite your friends!

Racial Jusce Commiee Holiday Collecon
Homeless people often state that the #1 item on their wishlists is a warm pair of socks. This
holiday season, the Racial Justice Committee would like your help in making meaningful
connections with the Norristown Hospitality Center, a community resource for those in
need. Decorations for this year’s tree in the Main Meeting Room will include your
donations of new, warm men’s and women’s socks. The collection basket will be in the
Atrium on December 2.

D 2018

Together,
We Transform Lives
through
Love, Service, and Our
Welcoming Faith.
Who We Are
Main Line Unitarian Church
is a diverse and caring religious
community engaged in a
liberating ministry of spiritual
growth, human compassion,
and universal justice.
At our church we embrace
all people, regardless
of age, race, ability, politics,
financial situation, or sexual
orientation; encourage and nurture
every individual in his or her own
search for meaning in life;
and commit to serve local and
world communities in promoting
peace, social justice, and
responsible stewardship
of the earth.

Meaning in Movies: Last Holiday
Friday, December 14, at 6:30 p.m.
Discussions of meaning and purpose in life don't have to be so serious
and somber. This film in our Meaning in Movies series will provide a
more light-hearted perspective on the topic than the other movies we
have watched and discussed. Just in time for the holidays, Last Holiday
features Queen Latifah, who portrays a shy, cautious sales clerk whose
diagnosis of a terminal illness causes her to reassess her play-it-safe
approach to life. See you at the movies! - Rev. Jones

Inside This Issue
Urgent - Volunteers Needed!
Are you concerned about the migrants and refugees from Central America? Here is a
hands-on way to support migrants and refugees in El Paso, TX and Guadalajara, Mexico. If
you've ever felt called to this work and thought, "When the moment comes that I'm really
needed, I'll go," now is that time. Volunteers are needed ASAP, and will continue to be
needed in the coming months. Visit uucsj.org for more information.
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Ministerial Musings

Dawning Thoughts

Beloved Conversations: A Course for
Exploring the Role of Race & Ethnicity
in Our Lives
Beloved Conversations is a UU curriculum
which recognizes how centuries of racism
wound every person, no matter their racial
or ethnic identity. More than 140 UU,
Jewish, and Quaker congregations are now
using this small group-format course to
provide a supportive space for
congregants to talk about their own
Rev. Dr. Neal R. Jones
experiences, while identifying
Senior Minister
places where growth is necessary.
Participants are given the chance to experience compassion,
grace, risk-taking, vulnerability, and the healing joy when cross
-racial relationships are reconciled.
The program begins with a retreat beginning Friday night,
January 4, and ending Saturday afternoon, January 5. This
retreat will be facilitated by Joy Berry, Assistant Director of
the Fahs Collaborative Laboratory for Innovation in Faith
Formation and whom many of us know as MLUC’s former
DRE. This is followed by eight weeks of guided experiential
exercises throughout January and February. Each session takes
two hours to complete and is highly structured to push and
support the learning of the assembled community. These
sessions will be held in two groups of 10-12 participants and
led by MLUC facilitators. You may join either the Thursday
afternoon or Saturday morning group. We encourage retired
members to participate in the Thursday group and working
members in the Saturday group, but you may join whichever
fits your schedule. (If we have enough for a third group, that
group may meet on a week night). Participants must attend the
retreat and all eight sessions, which cover these topics:
1. Deep Check-in: Making Sense of the Retreat; the Invisible
Footprint of Racial/Ethnic History
2. Exploring Our Dynamic of Racism and Privilege
3. Racism Today: Micro-Aggressions
4. Interrupting Racism
5. Community Audit: The Experience of Race and Ethnicity in
Your Community
6. Power and Process: How Institutional Change Happens in
Our Congregations
7. Prophetic Vision: Towards a Multicultural Congregation in
Solidarity with the World
8. Building the Bridge Between Our Present and Our Future
None of us have escaped the damaging impact of racism
because it is in the air we breathe. It is endemic in our history,
culture, religion, economics, politics, and social life. To loosen
its grip, we have to become more self-aware and proactive.
Many of us at MLUC have been on this journey of raised
consciousness for a long time. Some have participated in our
yearly Jubilee Anti-Racism Workshop. Beloved Conversations
takes this work to a higher level, transforming awareness into
actions to dismantle racism. Join me in this more intimate
approach to learning how race has shaped and misshaped us
and how we might heal and become sources of healing. Please
email me to register by Christmas: neal@mluc.org. There is no
fee. We as a congregation made a commitment to spiritual
growth by including the expense of this program in our budget.
With anticipation,
Neal

Our third Principle as Unitarian Universalists
is “acceptance of one another and
encouragement to spiritual growth in our
congregations.” Our theme for the month of
December is Acceptance.
Accepting other people as they are, with no
caveats or ‘I’d-like-them-much-better-if’s is
hard work sometimes. People are messy.
People aren’t perfect.
People do things that we
Dawn-Star Sarahs-Borchelt,
feel angry about, or sad
Director of Lifespan Religious Education
because of, or confused
by. The more we can let
all of those things be true without trying to change them, the
easier it is to also notice that people are beautiful, and
delightful sometimes. People - including the people here in this
congregation with you and I - are complex. Acceptance, at it’s
best, lets us see each other in our real complexity.
Acceptance can also be a failing. Congregations sometimes
accept bad behavior or harmful behavior because accepting it
seems easier than allowing the conflict to become open and
exposed to the congregation. This is almost always a bad idea.
Hidden pain does not go away; it festers and eventually comes
out in some other way. Instead, accepting the reality of what is
happening and therefore being able to act appropriately upon it
is almost always a better, albeit more difficult way.
One of my deepest, most radical experiences of acceptance was
as a teenager attending YRUU conferences and events. And
yet, I know that there were people who felt left out or unseen in
that community too. Acceptance isn’t something we can
achieve—either as individuals or as a community. It’s
something at which we must continuously work. Let’s do the
work. It’s worth it.
Dawn Star

Unfair Sentencing Film & Discussion
December 2, 11:30 a.m. - 1:30 p.m. McGinness Room
The Racial Justice Committee invites all to a screening of The
Sentence, a documentary on an unfair sentencing of a Latina
mother and the impact on her family, especially her 3 little
girls. We will have special guests from FAMM Foundation
(Families Against Mandatory Minimum Sentences) and
CADBI (Coalition for Abolishing Death by Incarceration) for a
discussion on actions MLUC can take to advocate for reform.
Light snacks and refreshments provided. We hope you will join
us.
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Sunday Services
Services will be held from 10:00 to 11:15 a.m. unless otherwise noted.

December 2: Why We're Do-Gooders
Rev. Dr. Neal R. Jones
Music: Schrodinger's Cats
Science is teaching us that we are not nearly as rational as we think we are at
making moral decisions. We'll consider the implications for having
relationships and building community with people who have different moral
beliefs from ours.

December 9: Ain’t That a Shame
Rev. Dr. Neal R. Jones
Music: MLUC Choir
The story of Adam and Eve provides an ideal lens through which to view the
dynamics of shame - where does it come from, how is it covered up, and how
might we heal it?

December 16
Naomi Leapheart Washington

December 23
Dawn Star Sarahs-Borchelt & Worship Committee
Music: Multigenerational Choir

December 24
Rev. Dr. Neal R. Jones & Dawn Star Sarahs-Borchelt
Music: MLUC Choir (6 and 8 pm)

December 30: My New Year's Resoluon
Rev. Dr. Neal R. Jones
On the eve of 2019, Rev. Jones will share his New Year's resolution. This
sermon is for him... but he'll let you listen in.

Rev. Dr. Neal R. Jones
Senior Minister
ext. 12, neal@mluc.org
Richard Fritzson
Executive Director
ext. 15, rich@mluc.org
Dr. Vincent Craig
Music Director
ext. 22, vincent@mluc.org
Dawn Star Sarahs-Borchelt
Director of Lifespan Religious Education
ext. 23, dawnstar@mluc.org
Jessica Hirsch Lynn
Membership Coordinator
ext. 26, jessica@mluc.org
Brianna Johnson
Communications Coordinator
ext. 14, news@mluc.org
Jan Cauffman
Parish Nurse
ext. 16, jan@mluc.org
Mary Heil
Administrative Assistant
ext. 10, mary@mluc.org
Chelsea Brown
Childcare Coordinator
childcare@mluc.org

December Lecture Luncheon
Wednesday, December 12, refreshments at 11:30, luncheon at noon
All members and friends of MLUC are invited to the traditional Holiday Lecture
Luncheon. We share good food and good conversation. There is no speaker this
month, and the luncheon is free. Reservations are absolutely necessary. RSVP to
tim.conahan@gmail.com.

Bill Mullen
Accountant
ext. 17, bill@mluc.org
Ron D’Annunzio
Facilities Coordinator
ext. 20, ron@mluc.org
Tom Brady
Facilities Associate

Fall Clean-Up Day
December 1, 9:00 a.m. to Noon (Rain Date: December 15)
Let's come together to rake the fall leaves (or work on an indoor project) and meet
others in the MLUC community. Lunch will be provided at 11:30.

David McEvoy
Facilities Assistant
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News From the Board
The winter holidays are here. It feels quite sudden; perhaps because we have been distracted by political campaigning and other
disturbing events happening around the country. This is a time to refocus and take some time to remember what brings joy to our
lives. Often this includes spending time with family. In our family, and perhaps in yours, our relatives live far away. We will spend
some time together, but also seek connection with our chosen family - the one we create through friendships. We seek activities to
share, both at church and in our other communities. We return to traditions or create new ones to remind us of all that is good. At
MLUC, for example, we usually have the Holiday Workshop, a solstice service, a Christmas pageant, holiday carols, hearing the
choir and Betsy’s Bells, and the magical candle lighting at Christmas Eve services. A new event organized for the UU Philly Cluster
features the chance to sing in or listen to a choral concert, Missa Gaia, at the First Unitarian Church in Philadelphia (see below). This
is a great chance to expand our “chosen family.” Music, food, friends, family, and enjoying the way the lights chase away the dark
nights—all family traditions during the holidays. And of course, we especially look for ways to bring cheer to others who are less
fortunate. What traditions will you embrace this year?
In Peace,
Lucy Demitrack, Trustee

December Oﬀering Outreach
The Attic Youth Center is the only organization in Philadelphia exclusively serving lesbian, gay, bisexual,
transgender, and questioning (LGBTQ) youth. All Attic programming is based on a youth development
model and aims to build community, reduce isolation, combat homophobia, promote knowledge and life
skills, and develop future leaders.
Funds donated through Offering Outreach will be used for services in support of LBGTQ youth who are
experiencing homelessness. The Attic intends to fill the gap caused by family and community rejection
through an innovative program that helps prevent homelessness and strengthens the independent living skills
youth need to secure and maintain housing.

Missa Gaia UU Concert
December 21, 8:00 p.m. at First Unitarian Church of Philadelphia, conducted by Jane Hulting & Nate Bergey
This choral performance of the Missa Gaia (Mass for the Earth) celebrates community, the earth, and winter solstice. This piece was
composed by Paul Winter and is played each year in the Cathedral of St. John the Divine in NYC, around the time of the Winter
Solstice. In these uncertain times, it is a consoling work with sounds of nature embedded into the choral texture of each section of the
Mass. We hope that this piece will provide solace in the wake of recent political and national events, along with a disregard for
nature and the earth. Our goal is to use music to stand for what we believe and build community in the city that we love. As a bonus,
we hope to highlight the value of area UU churches collaborating to create something that is beautiful and uniting. Learn more at
http://www.greaterphillyuu.org/events.

Small Group Ministry
"There is no way one minister of a mid-sized church can meet everyone’s needs. One of the great
blessings of small group ministry is that these groups can, in a fairly short time, help people minister
to each other. They help develop the whole church not only numerically, but in a deepening way."
-Rev. Thomas Rosiello
Learn more about small group ministry and fill out an interest form at http://mluc.org/community/
small-group-ministry.
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Choir Rehearsals
The Multigenerational Choir will sing in worship on Sunday, December
23. Rehearsals take place in the Main Meeting Room: December 9 and
16 at 11:15 a.m., and December 23 at 9:00 a.m.

Holiday Folk Sing
The next folk sing will take place December 29, weather permitting.
Starts 8:00 pm-ish. Arrive when you can. Bring snacks or finger food to
share. Music starts when enough people arrive. Come for the whole
night, an hour or two, or a song or two. Everyone is welcome. Bring
Friends! No talent needed, just a love for making music together and
having a good time. It will be held at 203 Butler Drive, Newtown
Square, PA.

Interfaith Hospitality Network News
Next hosting: January 6-13
The Interfaith Hospitality Network (IHN) of the Main Line partners with local congregations to provide safe, temporary
shelter for homeless families while intensive case management services connect them to housing, financial, educational, and
health resources. IHN has been an important part of MLUC’s social justice work for close to a decade now. During that time,
our congregation has extended hospitality to over 90 families, providing compassionate care and shelter, converting classrooms into bedrooms, creating a safe, private sleeping space for each family. Between the hours of 6:00 p.m. and 6:00 a.m.,
MLUC volunteers take shifts to cook, share a meal, play with children, and help families feel safe while in the program.
Our next hosting is for the week of January 6 to January 13. After services in December, we’ll have a table in the Atrium for
volunteers to sign up. Signups are also available online at mluc.org/social-action/interfaith-hospitality-network. Read more
about IHN at IHNcares.org.
"We know that what is offered here is so much more than a place to stay and a meal to share, but life changing experiences experiences that re-write what life has been to what life can become." - Elizabeth Bertolet, IHN Program Director

Jusce on Earth
Sundays January 13 and 20, led by Doug Hunt and Ruth Bowen
Join us for a group discussion on this year's UUA Common Read: Justice on Earth: People of Faith Working at
the Intersections of Race, Class, and Environment. "At a time when racial justice, environmental justice, and economic justice are seen as issues competing for time, attention, and resources, this book explores the ways in which
the three are intertwined. People and communities on the margins are most affected by climate disaster. This book
asks us to recognize that our faith calls us to long-haul work for justice." Childcare available upon request: Email
childcare@mluc.org.

Psssst! ... Making Your Annual Pledge is Easier Than Ever!
Visit mluc.org/support-your-church, ﬁll out a quick form, and follow the instruc-ons based on your preferred
payment method. If you've already pledged, manage your payments/informa-on any-me from
nyurl.com/mlucpayments.
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Arst of the Month: Mary Kane
In addition to celebrating the All Art Is Spiritual exhibit, we’ll also celebrate Mary’s
contribution to visual arts at MLUC. Since 1991 when the church was rebuilt and the
"gallery" was established through Helen Johnson's efforts, Mary has organized a
variety of talented artists’ exhibits in the Fireside Gallery — some of which have
centered around highlighting the art of children and those with disabilities. Artist of the
Month themes have included gun violence prevention, “nasty” women, prominent
black figures from Philadelphia, environmental art, and more. In addition to Visual
Arts, Mary has played an active role in working for a sustainable environment.
After training and receiving a BFA in painting, Mary moved to the Philadelphia area
where she studied art further. Layering on more experience and confidence in painting.
she moved from realism to abstraction. Her style is strongly influenced by the abstract
expressionists. Mary says she feels a painting is “finished” when she has surprised
herself.

Her current compositions are gestural, while still containing space and form. One
viewer described her work as “a symphony of color, rhythms, intervals and vibrations…as if we were seeing music.” Mary was the winner of the Visual Arts Solo
Show Award given at a recent Artists Equity show, juried by well known juror Neil Dreibelbis.
All Art Is Spiritual will appear from December 16 through February 18. A reception will take place January 6 at 1:00 p.m.

Theology Explorers
Second Wednesdays, 10:00-11:30 a.m., in Greeley Library
This group searches for truth and meaning and spiritual growth by discussing life's big questions. By listening and sharing, we
hope to gain wisdom and place our faith and ideals into practice. Our December book is Omnipotence and Other Theological
Mistakes by Charles Hartshorne. In January we'll read material from Jack Kornfield. No registration required.

Patrician Society Thanks
The Patrician Society has extended its gratitude to MLUC in response to
our donation of $1862.92. Located in Norristown, TPS meets the needs of
the economically disadvantaged. It provides a food bank and emergency
financial assistance for housing, utility bills, and medical aid. It serves
elderly people on fixed incomes, homeless persons, parents who receive
public assistance while caring for children, residents of hoarding homes,
the recently unemployed/underemployed, and others in need in the greater
Norristown area. The Society also runs a summer camp for children ages 5
to 11.
Photo: LeeAnn Rooney (left), Program Director of the Patrician Society,
is joined by volunteers in accepting MLUC's October Offering Outreach
check, presented by Ken Rainey (right). Our gift was particularly welcome
as this is the season of heaviest need for these services.

If MLUC is like family to you, please include it in your will. Bequests of all sizes will support the church
community and its work on behalf of jus-ce, equity, compassion, religious freedom, and spiritual growth.
For more informa-on on planned giving, email endowment@mluc.org
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Candles of Community
We express our support and concern for …
The family of Edyth Malin, who died on October 25. A resident of Shannondell, Edyth had been a member of MLUC since 2001.
Ellen Cotts, whose husband Ron, 93, died on November 4th . Ellen and Ron were active, long-term members of MLUC before moving to Colorado. She and Ron were married by Rev. Brad Greeley in 1983, and Ron built the cupboards and shelves in the ministers’
offices and the workroom.
Ken LeDonne, who has returned home from rehab at the Quadrangle, recovering from a broken hip and a partial hip replacement.
Katherine Fisher, whose granddaughter is battling cancer.
Amy Nothelfer, whose cousin Laura died at Johns Hopkins in November.
Terry Dixon, whose uncle Dennis Rapley died from a brain tumor. We send loving kindness to Dennis’s wife, Helen, and his entire
family.
Nancy Wambach, whose 98-year-old uncle, Ralph Blasingame, died after a fall.
We express our appreciation to …
Gene Ramsbottom and his merry band of helpers who made this year’s annual auction a huge success, raising over $32,000 for the
church: Joanne & Ron Rose, Scott Turner, Sue Compton, Dana Navaline, Ginny Ebert, Deirdre Gordon, Betsy Plume,
Martiena Evans, Carol Hillman, Claudia Gard, Robin Rosecky, Amy Kokas, Nancy Ladd, Rose Marie Reber, Janet Levy,
Marlies Singh, Paula Rhodes, Jane Shafter, Leanne Wagner & John Dent, Michael & Teddi Cohen, Wolfgang Jaeger, Darcia
Mobley, Carol Reich, Michael Daley, Joe Lipton, Barbara Colton, Ingrid Deckman, Caryn, Deva, & Vienna Kayser, Laurie
Rogers, Jeannette Driscoll, Chelsea Brown, David Hucker, and Eileen & Rick Andrews.
We express our congratulations to …
Marie & Roy Lewis, who celebrated their 30th wedding anniversary on November 10.
Al & Nancy Wambach, who have moved back into their rebuilt house after having to evacuate it back in March due to a storm
which caused a large tree to crash into it.

Chester Children’s Chorus Concerts
The Chester Children’s Chorus (who have graced the stage of MLUC) will perform Friday, December 14 and Saturday December 15
at 7:30 p.m. at Lang Concert Hall in the Lang Music Building of Swarthmore College. If you missed your chance to see them at
MLUC, or if you’d like to see them again this holiday season, learn more at chesterchildrenschorus.org. Admission is free; donations
accepted.

Acvate Youth Jusce Journeys
There are many upcoming opportunities with the UU College of Social Justice. Activate Youth Justice Journeys offer high
school aged youth, ages 14 to 18, the chance to deepen their understanding, transcend boundaries, and ignite their passion for
social justice through immersive and experiential learning. Visit uucsj.org to see current opportunities.

On the Web
The complete MLUC calendar of events is online at www.mluc.org. Members can click the front page icon to
request a room for their meeting or event.

WHAT’S HAPPENING
The newsle;er of Main Line Unitarian Church is published 12 -mes a year. Submissions of 225 words or
fewer are due on December 10 for the January issue. Submit material to news@mluc.org. To learn more
about communica-ons at MLUC, contact Brianna Johnson (brianna@mluc.org).

